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2016-12-06 Summit Planning Committee conference call - Abby, Adriane, Lindsay, Molly
McLay, Kim Bankston
Sessions for Saturday Morning
If you have any ideas for topics for a session or two, please share with the group. I think topics
that are far reaching, not attached to a major and relevant to current events would be best. In
that thinking, as well as connected to our voice theme, I was wondering if we might be able to
do a session on community / advocacy involvement after graduation. I know that many students
are highly involved on campus, but making that leap outside the bubble and continuing that
while working full-time (esp. if it is NOT your full-time job) can be difficult.
As noted on the attachment, we are planning to do the career / poster session on Saturday
morning as well. I am trying to get more details from Darcy on student involvement in that.
Theme
It looks like "Raise Your Voice" was the overall winner on the facebook group. Unless someone objects, I think
we will go with the popular vote and start working under that theme.
Other Updates
Key Note
I spoke Casey Erin Clark and her business partner, Julie a few weeks ago. They are very excited to participate
in the weekend. I shared some feedback from prior years on keynotes and will share our agenda / theme with
them this week. I don't think they will need much from us prior to the event, but Claudia I told them you'd be
their go to for the weekend and will likely have you introduce / support their afternoon session on Friday. They
are generously providing a workshop as well as the key note and will also be using the time in the Midwest to
connect with businesses. If anyone has contacts that might be interested in learning about their business,
please let me know. http://vitalvoicetraining.com/
Friday Evening Social
We will be renting out Wilder House for the weekend and using the space to hold a social gathering on Friday
evening after SheSpeaks. As in years past, this will be CFW only.
CFW Event Saturday Afternoon
On our next call, we need to decide if this is something we'd like to offer as a way to connect / debrief on the
weekend before everyone heads home. I think we could do this a number of ways, both on campus or off so
come with ideas!!
Scholarships
Kelly Petrowski is heading this up again. Lindsay - I am going to connect you with her to help out in that area
since you likely won't be in person at the Summit. Send list of scholarship committee members to Kelly. CC
Darcy and other committee members (add Lindsay) DONE
Student Engagement in Planning
Chelsey / Molly - let's connect asap on this! I'd love to get some feedback from students before we have to
finalize the agenda so that we can get them involved early! Can you both send me your availability over the
next week for a 1/2 hour call?

Coffee pairings on Friday after lunch.

●

Meg Miner session: Adriane check with Meg on that session plus coffee pairings. DONE

●

Kim Bankston will check with Merlot and a Masterpiece.

●

Pecha Kucha
Send presenter form to Molly for edits. DONE
Molly will contact Pecha Kucha DONE

●

Abby will check in with keynotes

●

Jessica is working on logo.

●
●

Sign Up Genius. Student Engagement. Recruiting for involvement.
Need titles by week of December 19 with names of those involved by first week of
January

12/20//2016
Titles: Claudia will connect with Meg Miner about audio files on Digital Commons.
Lindsay will work on table leads for career fair on saturday morning. Career Connection open
during registration and through break.
Luncheon on Saturday-same title
Titles still needed are: Casey’s keynote title and session title
Kayla’s session.
Check on Friday’s schedule for students to line up times.

